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A solid state ptdse generator capble of delivering high
current *gti or trapezoi~ pulses into an inductive
load has been developed at SLAC. Energy storti in a
capacitor bank of the pdse generator is switched to the
load through a pair of institi gate bipoh -sisters
~GB~. The circuit m then recover the remaining energy
and -sfer it back to the capacitor bank without reversing
the capacitor voltage. A M IGBT device is employed to
control the initi charge to the capacitor M a command
charging technique, and to compensate for pulse to ptdse

power losses. The rack mounted ptise generator contains a
525 @ capacitor bank. It can detiver 500A at 900V into
inductive loads up to 3 mH. The current amplitude and
discharge time are contro~ed to 0.02% accuracy by a
prtiision controller through the SLAC centrrd computer
system. This pulse generator drives a series pair of
extraction dipoles.

I. ~ODU~ON

A “flat top” pulse generator energizes a bending

magnet to extract particle_ from the tim accelerator
for the PEP H injector [1]. The IGBT Pulse Generator
described in this article, and =lier ones based on
Darbgton transistors, are uti at SLAC in applications

‘where relatively low voltage, low current and slow

extraction kickers are -q- [2]. Wjor f=tures of these

puk generators are their simple topology, compactness
and retibfiity. :

~. BASIC C~C~ DESC~ON

Figure 1 shows a simp~led schematic of the pulse
generator. hitiy the storage capacitor C is chargti up to
the power supply output voltage. To initiate the discharge
of capacitor C into the magnet L, both transistors Q1 and
Q2 are simultaneously turned on. The feedback loop
current is constandy monitord and compared to the
*”~ top” reference value. When the current r~ches
the spectied level, which codd be up to 500 A, one of tie
IGBT switch~, for example Q1, is turned off. me current
SW present in the magnet L til continue b flow through

tie magne~ but by using a different path: fieewh=ling
through the diode D1 and condwting transistor Q2, thus
cting a “flat top” on the current ptdse.

This “flat top” current WWdway exponentirdly until,
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at the ptietermind time, the wend transistor Q2 is
turnd off and the raaining magnet current is redirected
into the capacitor bank C through the diodes D1 and D2, so
that the voltage across the capacitor C never changes in -
polarity. After tie command charging transistor Q3 is
turned on, the dc power source recharges the capacitor C
back to its Origiti voltage, making up for any energy
losses that occur during the discharge cycle. To increase

the tiess of the initi portion of the “M top” the fnt
IGBT Q1 is turned off slowly by using a rather high value
resistor in series with the gate. The drive resistor dso
minimizes the switching transient voltage at turnaff. A
consequence of this slow turn-off is higher power
dissipation within the &vice, but since the unit operates at
ody 120 Hz this d~ not present a problem.

Figure 2 shows the wavefoms for various P of the

circuiL

Figure 1. Block diagram of the pti generator.
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Figure 2. Waveforms for the pulse generator circui~
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A block diagram of the con~l circuitry for the IGBT
pk generator is shown in Figure 3. A ‘~” input signrd

is converted to a CMOS ptise, that activates Timer 1. The

ou~ut of this timer controh the beginning and the duration
of the Q1 and Q2 conducting periods, and ltiis the
maximum rise time of tie pulse generator discharge

currenL As was mentiond above, IGBT Q 1 is feedback
coupled, and when the f~back signal at the input of the
precision comparator ~ches the refmnce level, the output
of the “M” gate W change state, and tm off Q1.

Ttier 2 triggered by tie input pdse, isohtes the dc

charging supply horn the ptise generator for the load pdse
duration. Timer 3 hits the trigger rate to a safe range of
repetition rates and protects it from misftig. The peak
detector provides a dc voltage rad back scald to the load
current pulse amplitude. It seti-resets at the initiation of
each current transductor pulse. If triggering pulses

disap for a period longer than the one -nd time out
of Timer 4, tis timer WU reset the peak detector to zero.

This circuit is containti in a separate chassis that is
mounti above the pdse power chassis.

eel capacitors. ‘1- units are mantiac- by Gfi.

Powerex 600A, 1200 V IGBTs are A as the Q1
and Q2 switches in conjunction with Semikron drivers.
Semikron drivers were selated because they have high
voltage ~g for input to output iso~on, they n- ody
one +15 V dc source at the groundd side of tie conmol
circui~ and their abtity to drive IGBTs dirady.

Two IGBT and two diode modties are mounti on a
common water cooled htit sink. Particular attention has
ban given to the mechmid layout of the generator -

chassis to reduce the ~uence of W parasitic parameters
and in effwt minimize switching transients. Snubber
networks are used across the IGBTs to protect them
against transient over voltages. An SCR protection
crowbar, as m option, can dso be instrdlti at the ptise
generator outpu~

The photo below shows the top of the water cool~
hat sink with one IGBT and one diode modtie visible.
The other pair is mounted on the bottom of the ha sink
along with the charge control IGBT Q3. The photo only
disphys three of the 15 capacitors in the bank.

The water ho= for the hat sink are terminated on the

back panel of the chassis with quick disconnect fittings.

N. DESIGN CONSDEW~ONS

The components for the pulse generator are contained
in a single rack mounted chmsis with the following
dmensions: 19” wide, 10.5” high and 20” deep. The
525 @capacitor bti is composed of 15,35@, 660 VAC
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Figure 3. Block diagram of pk generator controls.

Figure 4: Mwhanid kyout of pdse power chassis.

A Danfysik 500 A dc wsductor is used in the current
f-back loop, as the pdse current sensor. The unit is an
integrated zero flux transductor. The mwuring head and
the elatronic circuit for control and feedback are enclosed
one compact package. These units have been temperature
cycld over 40°C ranges and exhibit stabtiity and muracy

of better than 0.01%. The unit has a smti sigti band
witi of 100 ~ that is very adquate for this appticadon.

The initi energy for the capacitor bank and the ptise
to pdse make up energy are providti by a 900 V, 8 H/s
capacitor charging supply. This power supply wi~ operate
up to a maximum voltage of 850 V. It is manufacture by
Elmnnic Maurernents, hc.
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Figure 5. met current vs. extraction energy.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The-geHor has kn tested into an inductive load of
1.6 mH (the acti magnet pair) and was delivering current
pul~ up to 470 A with a 100 w flat top. The pulse to

ph stability at the flat top is equal to or better than
o.@%.

The energy range for extracti beam WN be from 8 to

10 GeV [2]. The generator has kn tested with the intent

to operate up to 12 GeV.
The operating range for extraction energy, magnet

field and current is shown in Figure 4.
The acturd maw-et current waveform with a 100 ps

“W top” at 470A, somewhat ti exc~s of ~ n~~ for
12 GeV, is shown in Figure 5.

The “flat top” was .establishti at 100 w which

minimizes any pulser turn-on jitter that would be

deleterious to cons~t energy exwtion. The generator can
produce much wider “flat top” times, but at the

consequence of some droop. We have developed

Whniques to eliminate the droop, but in this application
ody a 100 w “flat top” or less is n- for the very short

beam pulses being extractd. The current pulse looks
somewhat ~guk as a resdt of the narrow “top,” but it is
very clm and does not exhibit any overshoot or ripple.
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Figure 6. -et currentand @/dt waveforms.
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